Sense of Style 3
A. Silver Hoop Link Necklace
Collar de Plata de Aros
Silver circles connect in an amazing way forming a gorgeous 36” L necklace.
Item # 3644 HE $18.00

B. Silver Hoop Link Earrings
Aretes de Aro Plateados
Silver circles linked together dangle from a hypoallergenic French wire that match the Silver Hoop Link Necklace.
Item # 3654 HG $12.00

C. Cross & Fish Ring
Anillo de Cruz y Pez
This inspirational adjustable ring features a beautiful cut out cross and fish in a silver finish. To adjust the size gently squeeze or pull the sides apart. Fits size 7-9.
Item # 3663 HY $14.00

D. Faith, Hope, Love Bracelet
Pulsera de Fe, Esperanza, Amor
Our exquisite bracelet is decorated with polished silver, bronze and clear glass beads along with three charms etched with the words Faith, Hope, Love. Hanging from the bracelet is a charming silver box to store your prayers and best wishes. 8” L.
Item # 3659 HU $18.00

E. Faith, Hope, Love Earrings
Aretes de Fe, Esperanza, Amor
Match our Faith, Hope, Love Bracelet with a gorgeous pair of earrings etched with the same inspirational message that dangles from a hypoallergenic silver French wire.
Item # 3650 HK $12.00

F. Gold Angel Necklace
Collar Dorado de Angel
Keep angels close to your heart when you wear this beautiful gold finished necklace. Two angels dangle from a delicate chain that flows through a ring. 19” L plus a 3” extender.
Item # 3628 HC $18.00

G. Gold Angel Earrings
Aretes Dorados de Angel
Delicate angels with a gold finish to match our Angel Necklace on a hypoallergenic French wire.
Item # 3652 HM $12.00

H. Sun & Moon Necklace
Collar de Sol y Luna
Dangling from a silver chain, the rising amber sun glows while the crescent moon smiles below. Wearing the sun in front and moon in back makes this necklace unique. Silver finish. 20” L.
Item # 3365 LR $15.00

I. Sun & Moon Earrings
Aretes de Sol y Luna
Day and night dangle earrings. One earring depicts the smiling sun and the other portrays the crescent moon. Hypoallergenic. Silver finish.
Item # 3366 LS $12.00

J. Cross & Fish Ring
Anillo de Cruz y Pez
This inspirational adjustable ring features a beautiful cut out cross and fish in a silver finish. To adjust the size gently squeeze or pull the sides apart. Fits size 7-9.
Item # 3663 HY $14.00

K. CZ Beaded Anklet
Adorno Para el Tobillo CZ
This 8” silver anklet with a 2” extender is accented with white and black beads and four sparkling CZ’s.
Item # 3385 1H $10.00

L. Sun & Moon Ring
Anillo de Sol y Luna
Adjustable ring etched with a fun happy face in a silver finish. To adjust the size gently squeeze or pull the sides apart.
Item # 3665 YA $14.00

M. Faith, Hope, Love Bracelet
Pulsera de Fe, Esperanza, Amor
Our exquisite bracelet is decorated with polished silver, bronze and clear glass beads along with three charms etched with the words Faith, Hope, Love. Hanging from the bracelet is a charming silver box to store your prayers and best wishes. 8” L.
Item # 3659 HU $18.00

N. Faith, Hope, Love Earrings
Aretes de Fe, Esperanza, Amor
Match our Faith, Hope, Love Bracelet with a gorgeous pair of earrings etched with the same inspirational message that dangles from a hypoallergenic silver French wire.
Item # 3650 HK $12.00

O. Gold Angel Necklace
Collar Dorado de Angel
Keep angels close to your heart when you wear this beautiful gold finished necklace. Two angels dangle from a delicate chain that flows through a ring. 19” L plus a 3” extender.
Item # 3628 HC $18.00

P. Gold Angel Earrings
Aretes Dorados de Angel
Delicate angels with a gold finish to match our Angel Necklace on a hypoallergenic French wire.
Item # 3652 HM $12.00

Q. Gold Angel Necklace
Collar Dorado de Angel
Keep angels close to your heart when you wear this beautiful gold finished necklace. Two angels dangle from a delicate chain that flows through a ring. 19” L plus a 3” extender.
Item # 3628 HC $18.00

R. Gold Angel Earrings
Aretes Dorados de Angel
Delicate angels with a gold finish to match our Angel Necklace on a hypoallergenic French wire.
Item # 3652 HM $12.00
O. Silver Hoop Earrings (set of 3)
Aretes de Aro Plateado
Three different size silver-tone hoop earrings with lever back. A size to match any look. Hypoallergenic.
Item # 3285 LE  $12.00

N. Inspirational Bracelet
Brazalete Inspirador
Lovely bracelet with toggle closure has seven hearts that contain ideals to live by. Silver finish. 7 ½” L.
Item # 3507 JG  $12.00

M. CZ Open Heart Earrings
Aretes de Corazón Abierto CZ
A delicate silver heart featuring a sparkling faceted CZ on a hypoallergenic French wire. Matches CZ Open Heart Necklace.
Item # 3653 HN  $12.00

L. CZ Open Heart Necklace
Collar de Corazón Abierto CZ
A lovely silver heart with a single CZ gem dangles from a silver chain. Silver finish. 16” L with a 3” extender.
Item # 3629 HG  $18.00

P. Dolphin CZ Ring
Anillo de Delfines y CZ
This adjustable dolphin ring is a showpiece with two sparkling faceted CZ’s. To adjust the size gently squeeze or pull the sides apart. Fits size 7-9.
Item # 3664 HZ  $16.00

Q. Sun Magnifying Glass Necklace
Collar de Lupa en forma de Sol
Our Sun Necklace combines silver with gold rays. This eye-catching piece is also functional with a magnifying glass in the center.
Item # 3646 HG  $18.00

R. Mother & Daughter Bracelet (set of 2)
Pulsera de Madre e hija (juego de 2)
Celebrate your love with these bracelets, each with three silver beads that surround a freshwater pearl, a silver heart clasp and an engraved silver charm. Mom’s is engraved with “Love Forever” on one side and “Mom” on the other (7 ½” L). Daughter’s is engraved with “Love Forever” on one side and “Loves Me” on the other (5 ½” L).
Item # 3657 HR  $20.00

S. Gold Cross Necklace
Collar Dorado de Cruz
Embody presence and purpose with this gold cross on a delicate gold chain. Gold finish. 18” L with a 2” extender.
Item # 3647 HG  $12.00

T. Gold Cross Earrings
Aretes Dorados de Cruz
Match our Gold Cross Necklace with these delicate earrings each accented with a sparkling faceted cubic zirconium gem that hangs from a hypoallergenic French wire. Gold finish.
Item # 3649 HJ  $12.00

U. Star of David Bracelet
Pulsera de Estrella de David
Achieve an inspired look with this exquisite bracelet featuring blue fiber optic and silver beads. This wrap bracelet fits any size wrist. Approx. 19 ¾” L.
Item # 3655 JZ  $10.00

V. Star of David Earrings
Aretes de Estrella de David
For a stunning match to our Star of David Bracelet we have a delicate set of earrings featuring the same blue fiber optic bead on a hypoallergenic French wire.
Item # 3655 HP  $10.00

W. Cross & Dove Anklet
Tobillera de Cruz y Paloma
Make an impressive entrance with this gold and silver anklet. Featuring a cross with a gold finish and a dove with a silver finish. 8” L with a 3” extender.
Item # 3660 HV  $10.00
X. Heart Watch Necklace
**Collar de Reloj de forma de corazon**
Possess timeless beauty with this watch inside a silver finished heart that hangs on a silver rope chain. 26” L with a 3” extender.
Item # 3647  HX $20.00

Y. Double Heart Ring
**Anillo de Doble Corazon**
You’ll fall in love with this carved out heart design. Adjust to your size by gently squeezing or pull the sides apart to make larger. Fits size 7-9.
Item # 3662  HX $14.00

Z. Dream, Believe, Achieve Anklets (set of 2)
**Tobilletas de Soñar, Creer, Alcanzar (juego de 2)**
Two elegant anklets for the price of one. One chain features three charms etched with the words Dream, Believe, Achieve. Wear together or separately for a different look. Silver finish. 9” L.
Item # 3661  HX $12.00

AA. Heart Lock & Key Earrings
**Aretes de Candado en forma de Corazon con llave**
An artistic blend of detail with an embossed key hole on the heart and a separate key charm. Silver finish on a hypoallergenic French wire.
Item # 3651  HX $12.00

BB. Pill Box
**Caja para Píldora**
A striking showpiece! An antique silver finish etched with a beautiful design featuring a large CZ. Made with a secure magnetic closure. Measures 1 ½” D.
Item # 3669  YF $12.00

CC. Best Friends Bracelet (set of 2)
**Pulsera de Mejor Amigos (juego de 2)**
A treasure for you and your BFF. Two bracelets with Friends and Forever etched on each heart with a stunning CZ. Silver finish. 7” L.
Item # 3658  HT $12.00

DD. Claw Necklace
**Collar de Uña**
This awesome necklace features a claw shape pendant surrounded by two wood beads. Hangs on an adjustable 26” cord.
Item # 3645  HF $12.00

EE. Black Horn, Peace & Cross Tag Necklace
**Collar de Cuerno Negro, Símbolo de Paz y Placa con Cruz**
A stylish black cord necklace with black good luck horn, peace symbol, and fleur de lis cross tag. Antique silver finish. 24” L.
Item # 3616  RS $12.00

FF. Turquoise Necklace
**Collar de Turquesa**
A genuine turquoise stone is presented as a choker on a 14” L soft black leather cord with a 3” extender. Each natural stone is unique in shape and has a black bead on each end.
Item # 3626  HA $14.00

GG. Turquoise Earrings
**Aretes de Turquesa**
Like the necklace, our turquoise earrings are unique in shape and also have a black bead to match the style of the Turquoise Choker. These natural genuine stones hang from a hypoallergenic French wire.
Item # 3648  HT $12.00

HH. Engraved Cross Necklace
**Collar de Cruz Grabada**
Branch out from the ordinary with this unique engraved ox bone cross on a 21” jute rope necklace.
Item # 3641  JS $13.00

JJ. Engraved Cross Earrings
**Aretes de Cruz Grabada**
Match our Engraved Cross Necklace with these eye-catching earrings made of the same material that dangles on a hypoallergenic French wire.
Item # 3656  HQ $12.00
KK. Celestial Angel Jewelry Box
Joyero de Ángel Celestial
This heavenly jewelry box is a showpiece. Painted black with an attached hinged lid that adorns a beautifully painted angel. Measures 5 ¾" x 3 ¾"; jewelry not included.
Item # 3670 YG $20.00

LL. Interchangeable Heart Necklace
Collar de Corazón Interconectable
Change your look to match your outfit. Wear a different heart each day of the week. This necklace comes with seven different hearts. Silver finish. 16 ½" L with 2 ½" extender.
Item # 3269 LY $20.00

OO. Purse Holder
Agarrador de Cartera
Keep your purse safe and off the floor. Simply hook our gorgeous holder on the table’s edge to securely hold your handbag. Measures 1 ½” D.
Item # 3668 YD $15.00

NN. Toe Rings (set of 2)
Anillo Para Dedo del Pie
Your new pedicure will be spotlighted with these two different silver toe rings. Silver finish. Adjustable.
Item # 3204 JD $10.00

MM. Inspirational Necklace
Collar Inspirador
Item # 3258 LC $15.00

We guarantee the quality of our jewelry.
If you are not 100% satisfied we will exchange your item or refund your money, whichever you prefer. All items in this catalog are lead free and nickel free.